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Abstract
Entity resolution (ER) is the problem of identifying references to the same real-world objects, in disparate
data sources. It has been recently shown that ER results are prone to bias, related to both factual and
structural characteristics of the input data. In this work, we demonstrate an extended version of FairER,
an open-source ER framework, that receives either tabular or knowledge graph data as input and produces
fair and explainable results. Demonstration scenarios showcase some of its capabilities, while a public
demo and video are available.

1. Introduction

Entity resolution (ER) is the task of identifying pieces of data that refer to the same real-world
entity (e.g., a person, an organization), scattered across disparate data sources and formats, e.g.,
in tables or in knowledge graphs (KGs). Recent works have shown that the results of ER may
be biased against some entity groups, based on some of their sensitive attributes [1, 2, 3] (e.g.,
gender, ethnicity), or even their structural representation in a KG [4] (e.g., central vs long-tail
entities). In order to mitigate various forms of direct and indirect bias [4], we need to understand
first how ER methods decide which entity pairs match [5].
In this demo, we introduce a unified platform that combines and extends several works for

ER, namely FairER [2], extended to work not only on tabular, but also on KG data [6], with a
sampling step, SUSIE [4], that deals with various structural bias settings in KG embedding-based
ER algorithms [6]. Specifically, we are interested in statistical parity as the target fairness
measure [2] and in a connectivity-based structural bias definition [4].
Comparison with existing works. A few end-to-end ER frameworks exist, with the most

notable being Magellan [7] (now commercialized and closed-source), Dedupe1, and JedAI [8].
Compared to existing works, this is the first end-to-end ER framework to incorporate fairness
(both factual and structural) by design, offering a parameterized sampling for structural bias,
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while also allowing the provision of visual explanations (e.g., fromMOJITO [5]) for the matching
decisions and a novel, intuitive explanation model for the fairness aspect.
Contributions. In summary, the contributions of this work are: (a) The first open-source,

unified platform for fair and explainable ER on tabular data and on KGs. (b) A visual explanation
method for the matching results, that incorporates both similarity and fairness assessments. (c)
All the modules of our platform are easily extendable to include state-of-the-art methods, as
well as various definitions of fairness.

The source code of our system2, along with a running public demo3 and a video demonstra-
tion4 are available online.

2. System Overview

In this section, we provide background information from relevant works [2, 4, 6]. Then, we
provide an overview of our system’s pipeline, focusing on its most important components.

2.1. Background

FairER [2] defines fairness-aware ER as a ranking of entity pairs that maximizes the (cumulative)
match likelihood score in its top-𝑘 ranks, while satisfying a given (group) fairness condition 𝐹,
such as statistical parity. That fairness condition 𝐹 can decide if the so-called protected pairs
are fairly represented in the ER results, compared to non-protected pairs.
As a simplified example of how FairER works, consider two datasets to be matched, both

describing people, with some of them being convicted criminals (which is the protected group
in this example). If the fairness condition is statistical parity, requiring equal representation of
protected and non-protected group members, then FairER will create two priority queues of
candidate matching pairs - one for the convicted criminals and one for the rest of the people -
sort them in descending order of match likelihood (see Similarity Scoring in Section 2.2), and
interchangeably pick the most likely match from each queue (see Matching in Section 2.2).
Typically, the decision of whether an entity is protected or non-protected is given by the

values of a sensitive attribute. However, in a recent work [4] we provided a more general,
graph-theoretic definition of structural bias, which can also play the role of fairness condition 𝐹,
based on the observation that KG nodes that belong to large (above a size threshold) connected
components are more likely to be correctly matched. The same work [4] also introduces a
sampling algorithm, SUSIE, that can take representative samples of both small and big connected
components, and evaluate the robustness of ER works on structural bias [9].

2.2. System architecture

The high-level system architecture is illustrated in Figure 1 and briefly described next. The
modular design of our architecture allows the seamless adaptation of new methods. Therefore,
the selection of methods already implemented is just indicative and orthogonal to our framework.

2https://github.com/vefthym/fairER
3https://isl.ics.forth.gr/fairER/
4https://youtu.be/DTrf9sbmCZE
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Figure 1: High-level system architecture. The input data can be in the form of KGs or tables.

Sampling. The optional sampling component is responsible for selecting a subset of the
input KGs (not yet applicable to tabular data), with the desired parameters (e.g., sample size,
random walk jump probability, size threshold for considering a connected component as small
or big). The sampling component follows the implementation of SUSIE [4], but instead of
evaluating the robustness of ER methods, we use SUSIE in our framework to provide a fair
representation of small connected components in the input data of ER.
Similarity Scoring. For assessing the matching scores between entity pairs, i.e., the like-

lihood that a pair is referring to the same real-world entity, we provide a wide selection of
probabilistic and embedding-based matching algorithms for tabular and KG data (e.g., Deep-
matcher [7], BERT-INT [10], PARIS [11]). Most embedding-based methods rely on cosine
similarity on the entity embeddings that they create using pre-labeled training data (seed align-
ment). The different ways to create such embeddings is orthogonal to FairER and for knowledge
graph embeddings, they are extensively described in our previous work [6].
Matching. Matching decisions [12] typically rely only on the similarity scores. However,

FairER also considers fairness constraints before returning its results. Our current implemen-
tation uses an extension of the Unique Mapping Clustering algorithm [12] for the matching
decisions, and statistical parity as the fairness constraint [2]. As mentioned before, FairER
extends the Unique Mapping Clustering algorithm to operate on two, instead of one, prior-
ity queues, with each representing a different group. We note that FairER can be seamlessly
extended to also operate with more than two groups and, consequently, priority queues.

In addition to providing a default criterion for splitting data into protected and non-protected
groups for some selected datasets, our platform also allows its users to define their own, custom
fairness criteria and test them with actual examples. The matching results can be viewed and
downloaded raw, using our API, but the users can also see the evaluation results in terms of
accuracy and fairness.
Explanations. Our framework offers two types of explanations, depending on the input data

format: (a) explanations on the similarity scoring, relying on the deep matching explainability
tool MOJITO [5], and (b) explanations on the fairness of the returned matches. The first one
assigns scores to schema attributes, identifying the most important ones for match or no match.
The latter also includes the similarity scores for both protected and non-protected matches, to
give a broader picture (i.e., some matches may be ranked higher than others, even if they have



(a) Dataset selection and evaluation results. (b) Explaining the selection of suggested matches.

Figure 2: Screenshots from the framework for different menu options, for KG data.

lower similarity scores, in order to respect the fairness constraints). An example of the latter is
shown in Figure 2b and described in Scenario 1 of Section 3.

3. Demonstration

Here, we briefly describe two indicative demonstration scenarios, which are also covered in the
supplementary material, explaining how the ISWC attendees will interact with our system. In
what follows, we will focus more on the case of matching data coming from KGs, but most of
what is described next also applies to the tabular data case. One difference is the explanation
component, for which we utilize MOJITO [5] in the tabular data case. Some of the features
described below are shown in Figure 2.
Scenario 1 (Walk-through/Author-driven). An attendee selects one of our pre-loaded

tabular or KG datasets and clicks on “Fairness Conditions” to see the default fairness conditions,
based on which entities and entity pairs are considered as protected or non-protected. Then,
the attendee can run the matching algorithm and see the matching results from FairER, as well
as other baseline methods. Finally, the attendee can receive visual explanations of the matching
decisions. E.g., in Figure 2b, the user can see how protected and non-protected candidates are
ranked separately, as well as how they are ranked in the FairER results to respect the fairness
condition, along with their protected/non-protected color-coding and matching score.
Scenario 2 (Usage/Attendee-driven). An ISWC attendee uploads one new dataset (that

they bring, or we provide) and after viewing a random entity from each of the two data sources,
enter their desired protected conditions, for both individual entities and entity pairs (currently
supporting conjunctive and disjunctive conditions for pairs). They can even check the condition
for a single entity or a pair of entities that they manually type (which may not even exist in the
dataset), or load such an entity (pair) from a file. The attendee then clicks on “Dataset Statistics”
to check the number of protected and non-protected pairs, the average similarity scores of
protected vs non-protected matches (and similarly for non-matches). The features described in
Scenario 1 are also applicable for a user-provided dataset.



4. Conclusion

We have presented the first unified framework for end-to-end entity resolution (ER) that is fair
and explainable by design. This framework builds upon and largely extends works for direct
(FairER [2]) and indirect (SUSIE [4]) bias, while it reuses works on explainable ER (MOJITO [5]).
We plan to extend the implementation with more definitions of fairness, as well as design a
new explainability method that interprets not only the similarity-based matching decision, but
also the fairness aspect.
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